GRITTY RESILIENCE

Strength Through Focused Flexibility

Elizabeth Chritton presents
Brought up in an abusive home, she moved out at 18, taking her younger sister with her. She finished high school by waitressing the graveyard shift.

At 20 she was a single mom on welfare. She pushed past obstacle after obstacle, completing her bachelors and getting a corporate job.

Caught up in a mass corporate layoff, Elizabeth started her own business in direct sales, knocking on thousands of doors in her neighborhood.

Over time she grew to become the top 1% of the top 1% in sales of representatives with her company.

She now teaches others the process she developed to help others access their inner Gritty Resilience.
GRITTY RESILIENCE

Develop Focused Flexibility to Keep Things Moving!

Ugh! Why are we stuck? Why can’t we just get this done?
Wouldn’t it be great to wave a magic wand and make everything happen as it’s supposed to? You know, like you promised your boss, your client ... and yourself? When projects and goals go sideways, we tend to lay blame - either to ourselves or others.

But what if failure wasn’t so personal? What if there were simple, practical steps to get things back on track? Well, there are!
Elizabeth life passion is to share her formula for success with others. Get equipped to keep your life, your job, and projects on track!

Get your customized keynote today!
Barrier-Bursting Workshops

Forward. Further. Faster!

Self • Strategy • Situation
Discover the where, how and why of “stuck” and how focused flexibility provides the resiliency to keep you moving forward!

Ready, Set, Goal!

Time • Talent • Treasure
Take an eye-opening exploration of your untapped resources to create a unique, compelling action plan.

Chaos to Clarity

Papers • Calls • Meetings, Oh My!
Transformative work hacks that open the door for explosive—and sustainable—growth.

Elizabeth Chritton 816-305-9992 GrittyResilience.club
“To say Elizabeth—with a high energy level and go-giver spirit—is a positive force in the sales world would be an understatement.”

– Pat Puzder, Sales Professional

“The lessons go beyond any particular industry.”

– Deborah Burkely, Professor

“Elizabeth is a proven professional who can help you figure out your ‘how to’ and not just your ‘why.’”

– Raymond LaPeitra, Entrepreneur
Let’s Talk

Inspire and educate your attendees with highly-tailored, customized programs.

Ready to discuss the specific needs and challenges of your event’s attendees? Let’s talk!

Elizabeth Chritton
816.305.9992
now@successwithelizabeth.com
GrittyResilience.club